
Because When I Speak Cherokee in Public it Makes Some Folks 

Nervous

Today’s history lesson will be written

By ants

Under the bark of a tree

In Tilden Park.

I won’t know how to read it either.

This fog is not

An unfamiliar fog.

The afternoon’s wind

Hot in the valleys

Will not be unfamiliar.

In August the

Die off of painted ladies

Butterflies piled like leaves

Not unfamiliar.

More black than copper

One bleaches in the cafe window

Tongue curled

Eye sectioned into tiny matte black tiles

Gestured limbs

Arrested.

That guy actually looked at me as if

I would know what it meant.

I live here

Now

Listen for the opening of parking places,

Measure space in tiny matte grey tiles.

These calendars aren’t complete 

Ceremonial dates come

Gradually into focus.

Some things here are so new that

Nothing has figured out how to eat them yet.



I Hear Us Singing

This morning’s song for those born

To other people’s dreams

So unlikely

A funny, lingering fog

Like spies

We know each other 

In the lines for the bank machines

While buying books or coffee

Our eyes clasp and slide

No one else the wiser 

We sing these morning songs

At the sites of piped creeks

Sometimes even at the drinking fountain

Touch our faces with water

And sing

I saw you singing near the art museum

Stone blushing red from new light

We fell into brief duet

Anonymous, loving

Clandestine

Hard to know if we were

What they’d had in mind

Planning all the while

For us, not for themselves

Such a responsibility

Things wash up on the shore

Dig themselves into the edges of river outlets

We can find them there

I can hear you singing

Some mornings



How to be one of The People

Dad sends me a political joke

Through e-mail

He is North Eastern Okie terse

Can see the familiar mouth quirk

The duck behind a forehead curl

I return to the 70s

Hide nightgowns 

Hoping

I’ll get Daddy’s t-shirt instead

Soft, white

Smelling of Old Spice

Pipe smoke or cigarettes

Beer or cane alcohol

Dad shipped out to Nam

Mid Dr. No

On an aircraft carrier

A volunteer

Gestured bravery

Genetic possibly

Gramps did it too

Chased Rommel around North Africa

He could do trig in his head

Was stationed in Germany

While Dad was in High School

Loved my Gran with a light

That embarrassed my teen years Gramps 

died of lead and cadmium in the water

Dad quit smoking for my kids

Still talks like a smoker

Pauses

Licks an upper lip

Voice rumbling

Reads like an Oxford don

Still feels uncomfortable

In Universities

I did my degree for Dad



On one trip to a liquor store

I must have been around 3

Counter guy saw my blond curls

My brown Dad’s black ones

Asked me if he was really mine

Later Dad taught me to see 

The funny in the sad

Gently graceful

A feature I see in my cubs

If not in myself

Dad showed me how to be one of The People

One night heading from Tulsa to 

Picher

In a rental car

Dark

Neither of us talking

King of the Road

On the radio

Heat thick air

Sound of tires measuring gravel



A Blanket as Map

Art is territorial

These assemblies of things

Collected from my world

Lifted from yours and reworked

Until they have a place in mine

No less a statement than the cat

Face rubbing scent mark

Might feel good

Might flatter

Purr might please 

Don’t be fooled

This is about turf

These bloody pawprints

I stitch across our shared quilt


